
 

 
 

 
The CORPORATE COVERAGE TPA Benefit Card Debit Card (Visa™) is a 
convenient and effective way for plan participants to access their FSA dollars 
to pay for eligible unreimbursed health care expenses and/or over-the-
counter (OTC) items.  However, IRS established guidelines require 
CORPORATE COVERAGE TPA to validate all Visa™ Benefit Card transactions. 
Therefore, you may receive a notification from CORPORATE COVERAGE TPA 
<donotreply@CorporateCoverage.lh1ondeman.com> requesting validation 
of purchases made with your Visa™ Benefit Card. 

 

SAVE ALL STATEMENTS AND EOBs FOR PURCHASES MADE WITH YOUR Visa™ BENEFIT CARD 
Please remember to keep all statements and EOBs for purchases made with your Visa™ Benefit Card.  Per IRS 
regulations, CORPORATE COVERAGE TPA is required to request an itemized statement or EOB to validate the eligibility 
of purchases made with the card.  Itemized statements are those that clearly state the date of purchase, a description 
of the purchased service or product, the vendor, and the amount of the purchase. 
 

➢ Always retain receipts and proofs of purchase, made with your card for out-of-pocket, unreimbursed health care 
expenses and/or OTC items. 

➢ When you submit a receipt or proof of purchase, it must include date of service, name of business, and name of service 
or OTC items.  The IRS will not accept any receipt that does not contain the detailed information described above. 

➢ Credit card receipts and cancelled checks are not acceptable per IRS guidelines. 
➢ If you do not have a requested receipt, most providers will print a detailed statement documenting FSA eligible 

purchases. 
➢ Examples of qualified FSA locations and providers include: hospitals, physician offices, dental offices, vision service 

providers, and pharmacies. 
 

Visa™ BENEFIT CARD VALIDATION PROCESS 
➢ First Request:  Within a couple of day of your debit card purchase, you will receive a First Requests notifying 

if documentation is required.  
➢ Second Request:  If documentation is not received after 30 days, you will receive a Second Request notifying 

that documentation is still required. 
➢ Overdue:  If after an additional 30 days documentation is still not received, you will receive an Overdue Notice 

notifying you that your card will be suspended and the expense deemed ineligible if documentation is not 
received within 5 days. 

 
If your Visa™ Benefit Card is deactivated, the remaining balance in your FSA is still available to you but you will need 
to submit a standard FSA claim form requesting reimbursement.  Any reimbursement will first be used to offset items 
deemed ineligible due to lack of documentation or if documentation is received and after review, the expense was 
deemed to be ineligible. 
 

HELPFUL HINTS 
➢ You will not be required to submit a receipt when the expense amount is identical to a pre-defined co-payment amount 

under your employer’s medical, pharmacy or dental plans 
➢ All recurring expenses will not result in a request for documentation as long as the transaction has the same amount and 

vendor.  The transactions will be accepted without documentation after proof is provided for the initial transaction and 
the requested information for recurring expense is received. 

➢ Explanations of Benefit Forms are excellent validation documentation as it shows the amount paid by insurance. 
➢ The eligibility of an expense is based on date of service.  Be sure that you use your Visa™ Benefit Card for current plan 

year expenses. 
➢ Keep track of your available balance by logging into your account at www.corporatecoveragetpa.net    
➢ It is important that CORPORATE COVERAGE TPA has your updated email address to ensure that you receive  

expense validation emails. 
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